eCampervan Insurance Expand Database To Include More Than
50 Different Insurance Providers
eCampervan Insurance help people get affordable insurance on their campervans
and motorhomes, and has expanded its database of providers to deliver even better
rates to users.
eCampervan Insurance help people get affordable insurance on their campervans and motorhomes,
and has expanded its database of providers to deliver even better rates to users. Scotland - April 17,
2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Campervans and motorhomes can help people feel the freedom of the
open road with the comforts of home. These versatile machines are loved by travellers around the
world, but can be difficult to insure due to their dual positioning as both a vehicle and a residence.
eCampervan Insurance is a company that aims to make finding affordable short-term and annual
insurance cover as easy as possible. They have just expanded their website's database to include a
whole host of new providers, taking the total number of options to over fifty specialist companies.
The new database includes individually researched and authenticated providers, added to a list fully
regulated by the financial services authority. Individuals can now access quotes from these new
providers by simply filling in a two-minute form. From there, they will see the price the providers can
offer together with details on the policy, so they can make an informed decision.
As of the expansion, eCampervan Insrance.co.uk also does VW campers, which due to their rarity,
age and vintage status have proven some of the most difficult campervans to insure affordably.
Thanks to headhunting specialist insurers, the website can now offer some of the best rates
available anywhere for the Volskwagen Campervan.
A spokesperson for eCampervan Insurance.co.uk explained, "We are thrilled to be able to offer a
more comprehensive database of specialist insurers than ever. As our popularity grew over the last
year, more and more insurers contacted us directly to ask to be put on our database. We admitted
only the best. All our new insurers demonstrated a clear history of fantastic customer service,
thorough policies, and affordable rates. We are confident this expansion will help us grow our
userbase even further throughout 2017."
About eCampervan Insurance: eCampervan Insurance is a free website packed with useful
information for campervan and motorhome owners in the UK. The website started in March 2016
and has now grown to help over 3,000 unique visitors per month. The website aims to provide
excellent service for caravan owners looking for better cover and better prices for short-term or
annual cover. Their insurance profile is fully regulated by the Financial Services Authority for van
owners' peace of mind.
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